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Decision Trees
Used to Classify Data and make Medical, 
Biomedical & Daily Decisions

Leukemia Example Predicting Patient Survival: 
How long will a patient with leukemia survive?



How to Create a Decision Tree 
Examples with the ID3 Algorithm

 Make a list of measureable attributes 
 Discrete attributes only are used in the 

first class examples
 Choose a target attribute to predict
 Create an experience table that lists 

potential predictors of the target and 
the target attribute values seen in the 
past



Sample Experience Table
Target Attribute, Possible Predictors Listed

Model Number Car Model Engine
Supercharged / 
Turbo Weight Fuel Eco Fast?

2 Honda Accord small no light ave no
12 Corvette small no ave ave no
14 Koenigsegg Agera small yes ave ave no
3 Bugatti Veyron small yes ave bad yes
4 Hennessey Venom medium no heavy bad yes
5 Nissan GTI large no ave bad yes
6 Mercedes Benz SL medium no light bad no
7 Jaguar F-Type large yes heavy bad no
8 Ferrari Laferrari large no heavy bad no
9 Dodge Viper medium yes light bad yes

10 Alfa Romeo 4C large no ave bad yes
13 Porsche Boxster medium no heavy bad no
15 9HH GT9-R medium no heavy bad no
1 Audi TT small no ave good no

11 Chevrolet Bolt small no light good no



Decision Tree Algorithm Basics
Characteristics & Ways to Walk a Tree

 Top Node: Most Important “predictor” – best 
way to split the data

 To determine subsequent nodes of a tree, 
the best attribute is picked to split the 
remaining data / instances from the 
experience table

 Process is repeated
 Tree is complete when:

 Remaining instances all have the same target attribute value
 No more attributes exist
 No more instances
 No further ‘logical’ decisions can be made



Decision Tree Algorithm Example
Iterative Dichotomizer 3 (ID3 – later versions 
available)

 Ross John Quinlan, a computer 
scientist, created ID3 in 1979 

 Generates decision trees using 
calculations of the information content 
of data based on Shannon’s Entropy

 Attempt to create smallest decision 
tree



Entropy in Information Theory
Concept introduced by Claude Shannon

 Entropy measures the amount of 
order or disorder in a system (in 
thermodynamics, it measures the 
amount of energy or heat not 
available to perform work) 

 In Information Theory, entropy is a 
measure of how certain or uncertain 
the value of a random variable is (or 
will be)



Shannon Entropy
Quantifies Information Content in Data

 Introduced by Claude Shannon in 1948
 Quantifies “randomness”
 Lower value -> less uncertainty
 Entropy = 0, when an event is certain
 Higher value -> more uncertainty
 In binary decisions, Entropy = 1 when the attribute data is 

evenly split
 Shannon introduced bits as the unit to measure information 

content of a binary decision



Information Gain in ID3 Algorithm
Quantifies Information Content in Data

 Uses Shannon Entropy
 Information Gain measures the 

effective change in Shannon Entropy 
after making a decision based on the 
value of an attribute

 In Decision Trees, attributes that 
provide the largest change in entropy, 
or highest information gain, are the top 
nodes of the Tree



Information Gain in ID3 Algorithm
Quantifies Information Content in Data

E



Information Gain in ID3 Algorithm
Quantifies Information Content in Data

 Information Gain for attribute A on set S is 
defined by taking the entropy of S and 
subtracting from it the summation of the entropy 
of each subset of S, determined by values of A, 
multiplied by each subset’s proportion of S.



ID3 Algorithm Process
Classifies Data based on Information Gain

1. Establish Classification Target and Attributes (from 
Experience Table, T)

2. Compute Classification Entropy, E(S) – this is based 
only on the Target Attribute

3. For each Attribute in T, calculate Information Gain using 
classification attribute.

4. Select Attribute with the highest Information Gain to be 
the next Node in the tree (starting from the Root node).

5. Remove Node Attribute, creating reduced table Tr.
6. Repeat Steps 3-5 until all Attributes have been used, or 

the same classification value remains for all rows in the 
reduced table (or illogical decisions would be needed)



Model Number Car Model Engine
Supercharged / 
Turbo Weight Fuel Eco Fast?

2 Honda Accord small no light ave no
12 Corvette small no ave ave no
14 Koenigsegg Agera small yes ave ave no
3 Bugatti Veyron small yes ave bad yes
4 Hennessey Venom medium no heavy bad yes
5 Nissan GTI large no ave bad yes
6 Mercedes Benz SL medium no light bad no
7 Jaguar F-Type large yes heavy bad no
8 Ferrari Laferrari large no heavy bad no
9 Dodge Viper medium yes light bad yes

10 Alfa Romeo 4C large no ave bad yes
13 Porsche Boxster medium no heavy bad no
15 9HH GT9-R medium no heavy bad no
1 Audi TT small no ave good no

11 Chevrolet Bolt small no light good no

Example – build a decision tree to 
decide whether a car will be fast 
Classifies Data based on Information Gain



 Model Number & Attribute are tossed out, 
since they are always unique 
 They do not help predict whether a car is fast

Engine
Supercharged / 
Turbo Weight Fuel Eco Fast?

small no light ave no
small no ave ave no
small yes ave ave no
small yes ave bad yes
medium no heavy bad yes
large no ave bad yes
medium no light bad no
large yes heavy bad no
large no heavy bad no
medium yes light bad yes
large no ave bad yes
medium no heavy bad no
medium no heavy bad no
small no ave good no
small no light good no

Example – build a decision tree to 
decide whether a car will be fast 
Classifies Data based on Information Gain



Example – build a decision tree to 
decide whether a car will be fast 
Classifies Data based on Information Gain

 Determine the Target 
Classification

Is the car fast?
5/15 yes – cars are fast
10/15 no – cars are slow

  
 Fast?

no
no
no
yes
yes
yes
no
no
no
yes
yes
no
no
no
no



Example – build a decision tree to 
decide whether a car will be fast 
Classifies Data based on Information Gain

 Calculate the Classification Entropy for the 
Target Attribute based on the fraction of fast and 
slow cars (this does not consider other 
Attributes)

E(S) is calculated based on the Target Attribute: Is the car fast?

E(S) = -(5/15)log2(5/15)-(10/15)log2(10/15) = ~0.918
5 Fast cars, 10 slow cars

 Must calculate Information Gain of remaining 
attributes to determine the root node.



Note: Someone asks in class each year whether the log is 
always to the base 2. 

It is for the ID3 algorithm, as a way to measure information in 
bits (i.e., in 0’s and 1’s; how many of these pairs can represent 
the data). Log21=0 (20 = 1); Log28 = 3 (23=8). 

This is one convention (a unit of measurement – other
‘currency’ or units to measure information could be used, e.g.,
base 10 for a decimal based calculation. This base is
independent on the type of info being measured (or the
number of categories being divided, e.g., all calculations on a
computer are measured in bits). Conventionally the base ‘2’
stems from a bit representing “binary decisions”, but again
when calculating Shannon entropy think of the base term (&
the log term in general) as a way to calculate the amount of
information in data (of many forms).



Example – build a decision tree to 
decide whether a car will be fast 
Classifies Data based on Information Gain
 Engine: 6 small, 5 medium, 4 large
 3 values for attribute engine, so we need 3 entropy calculations

small: 5 no, 1 yes Ismall = -(5/6)log2(5/6)-(1/6)log2(1/6) = ~0.65

medium: 3 no, 2 yes Imedium = -(3/5)log2(3/5)-(2/5)log2(2/5) = ~0.97

large: 2 no, 2 yes Ilarge = 1 (evenly distributed subset)

IGain(S, A) = IGain(fast, engine) = E(S) – [(6/15)*Ismall + (5/15)*Imedium + 
(4/15)*Ilarge]

Information gain for engine:
IGain (fast, engine) = 0.918 – 0.85 = 0.068



Example – build a decision tree to 
decide whether a car will be fast 
Classifies Data based on Information Gain
 SuperCharged/Turbo: 4 yes, 11 no
 2 values for attribute SuperCharged/Turbo, so we need 2 entropy 

calculations

yes: 2 yes, 2 no Iturbo = 1 (evenly distributed subset)

no: 3 yes, 8 no Inoturbo = -(3/11)log2(3/11)-(8/11)log2(8/11) = ~0.84

IGain(S, A) = IGain(fast, turbo) = E(S) – [(4/15)*Iturbo + (11/15)*Inoturbo]

IGain(fast, turbo) = 0.918 – 0.886 = 0.032



Example – build a decision tree to 
decide whether a car will be fast 
Classifies Data based on Information Gain
 Weight: 6 Average, 4 Light, 5 Heavy
 3 values for attribute weight, so we need 3 entropy calculations

average: 3 no, 3 yes Iaverage = 1 (evenly distributed subset)

light: 3 no, 1 yes Ilight = -(3/4)log2(3/4)-(1/4)log2(1/4) = ~0.81

heavy: 4 no, 1 yes Iheavy = -(4/5)log2(4/5)-(1/5)log2(1/5) = ~0.72

IGain(fast, weight) = E(S) – [(6/15)*Iaverage + (4/15)*Ilight + (5/15)*Iheavy]

IGain(fast, weight) = 0.918– 0.856 = 0.062



Example – build a decision tree to 
decide whether a car will be fast 
Classifies Data based on Information Gain
 Fuel Economy: 2 good, 3 average, 10 bad
 3 values for attribute Fuel Eco, so we need 3 entropy calculations

good: 0 yes, 2 no Igood = 0 (no variability)

average: 0 yes, 3 no Iaverage = 0 (no variability)

bad: 5 yes, 5 no Ibad = 1 (evenly distributed subset)

We can omit calculations for good and average since they always 
end up not fast.

IGain(fast, Fuel Eco) = E(S) – [(10/15)*Ibad]
IGain(fast, Fuel Eco) = 0.918 – 0.667 = 0.251



 Four Information Gain comparisons are 
needed to determine the Root Node 

Igain – Engine 0.068
Igain – Turbo 0.032
Igain – Weight 0.062
Igain – Fuel Eco 0.251

Our best pick is Fuel Eco, and we can immediately predict the car 
is not fast when fuel economy is good or average.

Example – build a decision tree to 
decide whether a car will be fast 
Choosing the Root Node



Fuel Eco

Is the car fast?

Bad

??? nono

Example – build a decision tree to 
decide whether a car will be fast 
Root Node of the Decision Tree: Biggest Info Gain



Example – build a decision tree to 
decide whether a car will be fast 
Deciding on Nodes After the Root Node

 Fuel Eco attribute was 
the Root Node, so 
remove it from the 
experience table

 Only consider cars 
with Fuel Eco = bad

Calculating Entropy E relative to our initial question of whether 
the car is fast, (given all the remaining values have Fuel 
Economy being bad) we get 1, since we have 5 yes and 5 no.

E(S) = -(5/10)log2(5/10)-(5/10)log2(5/10) = 1

Engine
Supercharged / 
Turbo Weight Fast?

small yes ave yes
medium no heavy yes
large no ave yes
medium no light no
large yes heavy no
large no heavy no
medium yes light yes
large no ave yes
medium no heavy no
medium no heavy no



Example – build a decision tree to 
decide whether a car will be fast 
Is Engine the next Node? Calculate Info Gain
 Engine: 1 small, 5 medium, 4 large
 3 values for attribute engine, so we need 3 entropy calculations

small: 1 yes, 0 no Ismall = 0 (no variability)

medium: 2 yes, 3 no Imedium = -(2/5)log2(2/5)-(3/5)log2(3/5) = ~0.97

large: 2 no, 2 yes Ilarge = 1 (evenly distributed subset)

IGain (fast, engine) = E – (5/10)*Imedium + (4/10)*Ilarge]

IGain (fast, engine) = 1 – 0.885 = 0.115



Example – build a decision tree to 
decide whether a car will be fast 
Is SuperCharged/Turbo the next Node? 
Calculate Information Gain
 Supercharged/Turbo: 3 yes, 7 no
 2 values for attribute Supercharged/Turbo, so we need 2 entropy 

calculations

yes: 2 yes, 1 no Iturbo = -(2/3)log2(2/3)-(1/3)log2(1/3) = ~0.84

no: 3 yes, 4 no Inoturbo = -(3/7)log2(3/7)-(4/7)log2(4/7) = ~0.84

IGain (fast, turbo) = E – [(3/10)*Iturbo + (7/10)*Inoturbo]

IGain (fast, turbo) = 1 – 0.965 = 0.035



Example – build a decision tree to 
decide whether a car will be fast 
Is Weight the next Node? 
Calculate Information Gain

 Weight: 3 average, 5 heavy, 2 light
 3 values for attribute weight, so we need 3 entropy calculations

average: 3 yes, 0 no Iaverage = 0 (no variability)

heavy: 1 yes, 4 no Iheavy = -(1/5)log2(1/5)-(4/5)log2(4/5) = ~0.72

light: 1 yes, 1 no Ilight = 1 (evenly distributed subset)

IGain (fast, weight) = E – [(5/10)*Iheavy+(2/10)*Ilight]

IGain (fast, weigt) = 1 – 0.561 = 0.439



Example – build a decision tree to 
decide whether a car will be fast 
Next Node is the One with the Next Best 
Information Gain

Igain – Engine 0.115
Igain – Turbo 0.035

Igain – Weight 0.439

Weight has the highest Information Gain. 
Weight is the best choice.



Example – build a decision tree to 
decide whether a car will be fast 

Since there are only two items 
for SuperCharged (SC)/Turbo 
where Weight = Light, and the 
result is consistent, simplify 
the weight = Light path.

Fuel Eco

Is the car fast?

Bad

??? nono Weight

no

SC/Turbo

Heavy

???

yes

yes



Example – build a decision tree to 
decide whether a car will be fast 
Updated Experience Table – Weight is Removed

• Only the Weight = heavy cars are considered.
• All cars with a medium engine are slow. 
• All medium engine cars with no turbo are slow.

Due to inconsistent patterns in the data (no pattern to fast 
or slow cars anymore), that is the end of useful 
classification. This shows one limit of the ID3 algorithm – it 
can not deal with uncertainty / inconsistent decisions. 

Engine
Supercharged / 
Turbo Fast?

medium no yes
large yes no
large no no
medium no no
medium no no



Example – build a decision tree to 
decide whether a car will be fast 

The large engine, heavy 
weight cars are classified as 
all slow

The medium engine heavy 
weight cars can not be further 
classified

Fuel Eco

Is the car fast?

Bad

??? nono Weight

no

SC/Turbo

Heavy

Engine

yes

yes

no



Classification Trees in Matlab
Default program is CART

CART = Classification & Regression 
Tree Analysis

Default purity / impurity or error 
measure for building nodes 

is the Gini index



tree = fitctree( Tbl, ResponseVarName )
- Sample data used to train the model is specified

as a table.
- Each row of Tbl corresponds to one observation,

and each column corresponds to one predictor
variable. Optionally, Tbl can contain one additional
column for the response variable.

- view(tree) returns a text description and
view(tree,'mode','graph') returns a graphic
description of the tree

- newClassification = predict(tree,newData)



tree = fitctree( Tbl, ResponseVarName )
- returns a fitted binary classification decision tree based on

the input variables (also known as predictors, features, or
attributes) contained in the table Tbl and output (response
or labels) contained in ResponseVarName.

- The returned binary tree splits branching nodes based on
the values of a column of Tbl.

- Response variable name, specified as the name of a
variable in Tbl.

- You must specify ResponseVarName as a character
vector. For example, if the response variable Y is stored as
Tbl.Y, then specify it as 'Y'. Otherwise, the software treats
all columns of Tbl, including Y, as predictors when training
the model.

- The response variable must be a categorical or character
array, logical or numeric vector, or cell array of character
vectors. If Y is a character array, then each element must
correspond to one row of the array.
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